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Lady Maria Kay is getting married... she simply hasn&apos;t picked her husband yet.Ã‚Â .Page

Count: around 330 pagesAfter years of keeping every one of the ton&apos;s endless list of social

laws, this will be the first choice Maria has been allowed to make for herself.But... as the Kay Sister

the ton adores, a certain man has been all but picked for her by family, circumstance, and fate.Lord

Edmund Abbey.Ã‚Â .It seems everything is telling her to marry Edmund, so in a fit of rebellion,

she&apos;s ready to allow another man to compromise her in order to ensure she can make her

own choice.Yet while Maria sets plans into action, so does Edmund, and he&apos;ll stop at nothing

to make Maria his wife.But while their story of romance plays out in the day, Maria&apos;s secrets

spill in the night.And soon she and Edmund find themselves caught in a web of murder and a

diabolical plot that could mean the end of England as they know it.Ã‚Â .Will Maria&apos;s secrets

prove more fatal than her sisters&apos; mistakes?Will London survive?Page Count: around 330

pages
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This sequel of the Kay sisters and the Abbey brothers was as good as the others and the reference

to all the family and the happenings was out done. Can't wait for Maryanne's story. ENJOY.!!

The Kay sisters are some of my favorite characters. Maria Kay is one story I couldn't wait to read.

The history she has with Lord Edmond Abby is completely adorable! Lady Maria is strong and

independent and tries to ignore her heart. What happens is so much fun to read!

What a great story. I loved reading it. It was exciting and I love the characters.

I enjoyed the story very much.. The Kay sisters and the Abbey brothers are wonderful together..

Loved it..

Loved reading about Maria Kay , the good sister, she finally admits her love for another Abbey

brother , great book

Only two words needed to describe this book - Simply Amazing!Each book in this series has been

wonderful, but I really enjoyed this one. Maria has always been known as the good sister. She has

perfect manners, common sense, is smart and beautiful. But wait, she steals away at night to race

carriages. How unique and completely inappropriate for ladies of the ton.Two of Maria's sisters have

married Abbey Brothers, so why not Maria. Maria argues that it is not a possibility... until.... that

kiss.Edmund is independent and likes the life he is leading as a play write.... until....that kiss.The

story that follows has just enough steam, intrigue, mystery, suspense, romance, family and love, all

of which kept me furiously reading and flipping pages until The End.This can be read as a

standalone. If this will be your first in the series, I encourage you to go back and read the first two.

They are just as wonderful!

Wonderful stand alone novel, yet characters are connected to previous stories in a series. All have a

good solid story line, with a little action and adventure tossed in to the romance. I love the

characters created by this author. This story doesn't disappoint in any way. The plot is not repetitive

of previous books and is original. Maria's 'hobby' is very far from the norm of a woman of that

period, but not so far off to be unbelievable. Edmund's response to her actions are not typica; he

tries to fix everything. Any of these books would be a great read for any time. I enjoy the way the



author has some under stories that do move from novel to novel, but they do not detract from the

main story nor do they rely on having to read the series in order. I actually read the books out of

order and still enjoyed them. I liked these books because they require that you are attentive yet it

still takes you away. I always read the first and last chapter of every book to determine whether it is

worth my time to read, and every book written by Eleanor Meyers is.

Yay, another book about the Abbey brothers. I have been waiting to see if Lady Maria Kay and Lord

Edmund Abby could settle their differences and find true love. We've seen that Edmund is definitely

attracted to Maria, but he has determined never to allow love into his heart. He watched his precious

mother's love for his rake of a father, the former Earl Pengross, be destroyed day by day. Edmund

determined as a very young man that he would never put himself in that position. He would never

allow any woman into his heart. He had his plays and his work at The Arch Theater, nothing else

mattered. Lady Maria Kay determined she would break the Kay-Abbey curse. Both her older sisters

had married Abbey brothers (Abbey Brothers books 1 and 2.). Maria was the "good" Kay sister that

obeyed their uncle, the Duke of Wardington, an caused no disdain among London society.

However, Marie was a Kay from Oakley and there was wild spirit deep inside that she allowed to slip

out occasionally. She was frequently in the presence of Lord Edmund with family and he seemed to

be drawn to her more and more. There was that spark when they touched and sometimes when he

looked at her just so. But there was no way Maria was going to allow her heart to be drawn into a

future with this man. Edmund sees a pattern in her activities and investigates these nightly

excursions. This is about the time a man tries to blackmail Maria and she needs Edmund's help. I

hate spoilers and so I will go no further. This is an exciting, action packed, continuation of the Abbey

brothers and the rest of the Wardington family. I love how these books continue to bring us bits and

pieces of information of all the characters that Eleanor has brought us in the Tot of the Ton, The

Elkin Brothers, Madness in Mayfair. All of these are woven around the family and friends of the ever

powerful Duke of Wardington. I love this series of books and feel the characters are now almost

friends. I will add that there is another Kay sister yet to be written about, Marianne Kay. She is the

youngest sister and a lady in waiting to Princess Victoria. I am hoping her story will appear

soon.The books are very well written and short enough for a quick read. They are so packed with

emotion and action that you can't put them down. I highly recommend them to anyone who loves

Regency Romance, like I do.
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